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MESSAGE FROM MONICA DAN, FOUNDER

In Kenya, 3 academic years have been compressed
in two calendar years due to Covid. The last of
those three years started at the end of April.
We are pleased that the VF students are back in class
and the singing dancing and learning goes at full
speed. They are happy to be back together, and they
all welcomed the new Class One children. Thanks to
you, we can continue to offer a clean and safe
learning facility to all our students and welcome the
new younger ones that embark on a journey of
endless discovery with a sparkle in their eyes.
Class One started by making new friends and were
introduced to their Buddy in the school and slowly
but surely, they will get used to their new
environment.

PROJECT PAMOJA

It is statistically confirmed that the environment in
which we work and live influences the way we see the
world, the way we interact with others and even how
we feel about ourselves.
In an educational institution the environment
impacts the wellbeing of the students and their
academic results too.
That is why project Pamoja is an important part
of the continued development of the VF
programs.
As part of this project, and thanks to your
donations, we were able to progress with
necessary maintenance to our school grounds
and buildings for the start of the new academic
year.

While we are far from
having the necessary
funds to complete the
school in the way
designed to maximise
its use, the grounds
have been improved
and the classes
repainted. A small
kitchen area has been
tiled; the library
moved into a small
new room to create an
additional class.
Repairs were made to
the windows to
comply with the local
new regulation and
maintenance to the
wooden doors took
place. Based on the
VF principle to build a
sustainable
community, the
woodwork labour and
suppliers were chosen
from the local
community to create a
sustainable circular
economy. As a result
of this, one of the
appointed suppliers
has enrolled his child
in our school.
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SUPPORT FOR YEAR 6 STUDENTS

At the moment of writing, the school is already in its
third week of the new academic year. The VF
Academy Class Six students will prepare to transit to
secondary school and the looming exams create
additional pressure, especially now that this
preparation is compressed into six months.
In light of this, VF have created new learning corners
at the school to give students the much-needed
quiet area to study. Extra tuition lessons have been
organised to give students the confidence to
consolidate their knowledge.

To continue to forge this path, we ask you to be
our VF ambassador. Share our page with your
friends. Help them to get in touch to hear our
vision and the impact that VF makes in the short
and long term. Imagine the possibilities if we
could scale up together. Help us complete Project
Pamoja. Be Project Pamoja!
Follow us on social media and join our events.
Until the next report from the field, The VF team
wishes you all the best,
Monica Dan, Founder @VF

In addition, students are attending extra classes
during the weekends, sharing the space and
interacting with older students in our programme.
Mentoring and studying sessions are followed by a
lunch together, making the VF Academy a refuge for
many and a place of positive beginnings.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT

We thank you for being part of the VF movement
to create possibilities and enable potential for this
generation of youth in Kibera.
All this takes a huge effort, working continuously to
change the future for many young students. From a
site of barren dust, a working school now exists.
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